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Activity Guide for Events
Join us on October 25, 2018 to read MAYBE SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL together in your community,
and then use the following activities to bring the book to life for the children and families at your event.
Learn more at readfortherecord.org.

READING TIPS
Here are some tips for reading with young children, to make the most of your story time:
• Hold the book so that children can easily see the cover and the illustrations.
• Make a few comments about the illustration on the cover and note the authors and illustrator.
• Show excitement and read the story expressively.
• Listen for the children’s comments or questions and respond briefly to confirm or clarify.
• Provide information to extend the children’s understanding.
• Have fun!

VOCABULARY:
Providing a simple explanation for words that are unfamiliar to children can help
build their language skills. Your explanations can be verbal, or you can point to
an illustration or use tone of voice to convey the word’s meaning.
Here are some words to talk about while you read Maybe Something Beautiful:
Decorate: to make something pretty or special
Gloom: when something looks dark and sad
Sparkling: making flashes of light
Imagine: to think of something in your mind
Joyful: to feel great happiness
Mural: a painting done on a wall
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MIRA’S BIRD
At the end of the story, the mural features a brightly colored bird, and Mira decides
to paint one more bird way up in the sky. Let the children create and design their own
colorful birds so that they can bring “something beautiful” home.
Using the template,* cut out birds from different colored construction paper (enough for each child to have one bird).
Older children can help you to trace and cut out the birds.
Let children decorate their birds using scraps of colored paper, paint, markers, glitter, glue, and whatever other supplies
you have. Once their bird is decorated, ask children where they might keep the bird or how it will make something
more beautiful.

CREATING SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL
In the book, everyone in Mira’s community came together to spread color throughout the streets.
“Teachers and papas jumped in. Babies too!” Tell the children that now it is their turn!
Hang a large sheet of butcher paper on a wall (make sure it’s not too high for children to reach) and give children the
opportunity to paint their own brightly colored mural using brushes and paint (crayons or markers work too). Encourage
them to cover the paper with as many different colors and designs as they would like.

*You can find templates for Mira’s Bird and the Mural at jstart.org/activities.
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You can use the template* to help create a mural just like the one in the book, or you can let children paint whatever is
in their own imagination.

SINGING AND DANCING SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL
Bam! Pow! The muralist dances through the street spreading color, punch,
and pizzazz. When the others join in, they paint in rhythm:
salsa, merengue, bebop, cha-cha-cha!
Turn your space into a dance party. Find music with a fun beat and encourage
everyone to dance along. Model for children how to use your body to reflect
the beat by stomping your feet, clapping your hands, or jumping up and down!
Ask everyone to join in!

BUILDING SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL
Mira’s neighborhood is full of apartments, tall buildings, and shops. Ask children to
reflect on what they have in their community. Inquire about what they would want in a new
city (shops, parks, libraries, etc.). Using cardboard boxes, blocks, Lego® bricks, or any building
materials available, prompt children to create a new neighborhood or community. Encourage
them to add buildings in different shapes and sizes. Ask them questions like:
•
What should be included in the new neighborhood?
•
Where would you would want to live in the new neighborhood?
Keep the celebration going! Here are a few additional ideas for your event:
• For dramatic play, have children dress up as the community helpers from the book, like a shopkeeper,
business person, or police officer.
• Add color to your school using sidewalk chalk.
• Encourage children to explore different shapes as they turn your playground (or other paved space)
into a work of art.
• Have children paint pictures of different objects like fruit or flowers, using real objects as models.
• Hang the still life paintings up and have children pretend they are in an art gallery! Ask older children to reflect
on ways in which they make their community beautiful. Ask them to write their ideas on a piece of paper and
add colorful illustrations using markers or colored pencils.
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MAYBE SOMETHING ELSE…

